
The sun and moon have disappeared from the sky. The worlds  
on the branches of the cosmic tree Yggdrassil have grown dark  
and cold. The gods and giants are on the brink of war. Mankind  
has descended into anarchy.

Welcome to the Age of the Sword…. Welcome to Ragnarok!
 

Fafnir’s Treasure is a standalone Fate of the Norns: Ragnarok saga that will bring 2 to 6 players 
deep into the dark age of Ragnarok. They will be engaged by the emissaries of the gods, and must 
avoid perils both known and unknown to find the most wondrous treasure of all – the legendary 
hoard of Fafnir the dragon! 

Fafnir’s Treasure uses the “light” game rules of the Runic Game System (RGS) and a set 
of pre-generated dwellers so you can experience the full fury of Fate of the Norns: Ragnarok 
with nothing more than your imagination.

  ●   Game-driven by the RGS system: no need for dice, just a set of mystic  
     runes  (included as printout)

  ●   A customizable adventure that can play out in several different ways

  ●   A breathing, living setting for the remote outpost of Evingard, brought  
     to life  with stories and denizens

  ●   Five pre-generated adventurers who can be personalized  
     in a simple and user-friendly way for first-time players

Andrew Valkauskas
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Saga: The Search for Fafnir’s Treasure

Archetype: Ulfhednar (wolf head): 
Warrior type, very strong, up close  
and personal damage dealer. Ulfhednar 
embody the ruthless aggression of their 
patrons Skoll and Hati, whose lives are 
all about the hunt that leads to the kill,  
just like their father Fenrir. Their followers 
adhere to this philosophy with great zeal. 
They also embody the wolf-pack mentality, 
knowing how best to work together to hunt 
down their prey. Destiny promises that 
after their continuous chase of the sun 
and moon, Skoll and Hati will catch  
and devour them! Ulfhednar aggression 
is unmatched, and will keep opponents 
on their heels with hardly a chance to think 
of offensive attack. Scale this by several 
Ulfhednar working in concert, and you have 
a veritable unstoppable tide of blades 
and blood!

Backstory: Turbog has always been 
hot-headed and direct, making him 
gravitate toward the Ulfhednar clan,  
who value a way of life where the laws  
of nature dictate: hunt or be hunted!  
He wears a cloak made of wolf pelt that 
identifies him with others of his kind.

This Ulfhednar clan specializes in removing 
the eyes of their victims, sometimes  
in combat. It is said in sacred texts that 
consuming the organs of one’s enemy 
confers supernatural strength in battle 
and the ability to absorb their Essence. 

This Ulfhednar fighter loses control 
on the battlefield. The release is both 
ecstatic and cathartic for these warriors. 
Once gripped by rage, their ferocity  
is unmatched!

These Ulfhednar feel that their natural 
form is that of the wolf. They embrace 
the dexterity, cunning, and predatory 
instinct of the wolf spirit.
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Level:    10
Essence:   6 (the life force and accumulated wisdom of the dweller is represented by 6 runes.)
Destiny:   2 (draw two runes + the Void rune when performing an action.)

Runes:   

Size/Move:  4 (medium) / 5 hexes (25’)

Items and Equipment 
  ● Balanced maul: size 6, Damage Factor +3 Physical; Pierce +2, Reach +2, Blunt Weapon
    Meta: Knockdown – Apply Vulnerable +1 [Counter: Physical]
  ● Fur armour: size 3, Protection Factor +1 Physical, Parry +1
  ● Torch; rope	(30’); warm winter furs; rations and mead for 1 day
  ● Money: 95 skatt

Skills and Rank
Any skill can be attempted, but you excel at:
  ● Athletics:   Perform extraordinary physical feats     1 
  ● Tracking:   Find the trail of a human, animal, or monster    1
  ● Navigation:  Shortened travel time and safe and expedited passage   1
  ● Perception:  Notice something peculiar or out-of-place    1
  ● Sneak:    Move around undetected        1
  ● Swim:    Swim under extraordinary circumstances    1

Passive Powers (considered always activated)
  ● Martial Prowess: On an Attack action (ranged or melee), deal +1 additional Physical damage {Feat}.
  ● Spirit Warrior: Weapons equal to and larger than the dweller can be wielded not only by Physical 
   runes, but Spiritual runes as well {Feat}.
  ● Cerebral Warrior: Weapons equal to and larger than the dweller can be wielded not only by Physical 
   runes, but Mental runes as well {Feat}.
  ● Rallying Pack Howl: When performing {manoeuvre} Active powers, you can heal yourself and adjacent 
   allies +1 {Enchantment}.
  ● Tactician: During Upkeep, freely move +/- 1 position in Initiative order {Feat}.
  ● Fleet-Footed: Move actions gain a +1 bonus (+5’) {Feat}.

On Your Turn
Generic Actions (taking into account starter gear and passive abilities)
  ● Play any rune to perform an Attack action with the maul, dealing 4 Physical damage [Damage Factor 
   3 (weapon) + 1 (Passive power)] and ignoring 2 Defence [Pierce 2 (weapon)].
  ● Play any rune to perform a Move action and move 5 hexes [20’] +/- any bonuses or penalties.
  ● A Weak Attack action deals half damage and a Weak Move action is half regular Move (round up for both).
  ● Play any rune = Perform a miscellaneous action, such as switching weapons, opening a door, 
   or drinking a potion.

Meta Tag Definitions
AMPLIFY:   Multiplies the power effect values by 2 (two Amplify metas = multiply by 3, etc…).
MAINTAIN:  The effect may remain in play after the end of the turn.
MULTI:    Affects +2 additional enemies within reach of the power’s effects.
WEAPON:   Add the effect of your weapon to the Active power’s effects.

When You Are Attacked
  1) First, reduce incoming Physical damage by the Protection Factor of the fur armour (Protection Factor 1).
  2) Play any rune to perform a Defend action and reduce damage by 1 of the matching Trait (Physical, 
   Mental, or Spiritual); against Physical damage, items will add their Parry values to the amount reduced. 
    ● Armour grants a +1 Parry
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Active Powers (play the specific rune to activate)
  
   Power Attack: Perform an Attack action with a bonus of +2 Physical damage.
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

     + a Physical rune doubles the final damage (2 Amplify metas will triple the final damage)
     + a Mental rune affects +2 additional enemies within reach
     + a Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon

   Lunging Attack: Perform a Weak Move action (half Move, round down) and an Attack action in any order.
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

     + a Physical rune doubles the distance moved and the damage dealt (2 Amplify metas will   
      triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune affects +2 additional enemies within reach
     + a Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon

   Precision Strike: Perform an Attack action, ignore up to 4 Defence.
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

     + a Physical rune results in an attack that deals double damage which ignores 8 Defence 
      (2 Amplify metas will triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune affects +2 additional enemies within reach
     + a Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon 

   Superior Parry: Perform a Defend action with a +2 Parry bonus.
   [meta: Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Interrupt}

     + any rune doubles the final Defend value and doubles the bonus (2 Amplify metas will triple 
      the numbers)

  
   Blood-Wolf Form: Shapechange into a giant blood-wolf, lose weapons and armour (absorbed into
   new form), but gain: size +2; quadruped Move 12; Protection Factor +2 Physical; Attack actions are  
   a “blood-drinker bite” that deal +3 Physical damage, and self-heal +2. All Passive and Active powers  
   remain unchanged (Passive powers have to be applied to new attributes).
   [meta: Maintain Maintain Maintain] {Shapechange}

     + any rune keeps the rune chain in play at end of the turn

   Whirlwind Attack: Attack action is performed on 2 opponents within half-reach of your weapons. 
   [meta: Weapon Multi Multi] {Manoeuvre}

     + a Physical rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon 
     + a Mental or Spiritual rune affects +2 additional enemies within reach
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Ginungagap (Void) rune choices 

Eater of Eyes Rager Wolfen

Trait Physical Mental Spiritual
Active Eye Rake: 

Perform a Weak Attack 
action (with a +1 Physical 
damage bonus) and inflict 

the Blind condition with a +1 
Intensity [Counter: Physical] 

{Manoeuvre}  
[Amplify Multi Weapon]

Aggressive Stance: 
Get a +1 Physical damage 

bonus and a +2 Pierce bonus 
(this power is automatically 
Maintained) {Stance} built 

-	Maintain	meta
[Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Defensive Stance:  
Get a +2 Parry bonus (this 

power is automatically 
Maintained) {Stance} built 

-	Maintain	meta 
[Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Passive Sadist: 
Your first Attack action  

of the round inflicts a Blind 
condition with +1 Intensity 

{Feat}

Enter Rage: 
During Upkeep, obtain a +1  
for the Rage condition {Feat}

Fangs: 
The damage from natural 

weapons is increased by +1 
and a -2, applies to Defence 

{Feat}

Skill Feather Fingers: 
Palm an object without 

getting noticed

Intimidate: 
Coerce someone into backing 

down from confrontation

Hunting/Trapping: 
Find food away from civilization
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Archetype: Galdr (runecaster):  
A protector, very resilient to damage, 
helps allies at range. Runes are magical 
symbols that create a variety of arcane 
effects. A Galdr is one who has learned 
how to wield the might of runic magic. 
Runic magic comes in two forms: the first 
is speaking the runes as well as scribing 
their casting in the air with a finger;  
the second is carving the symbols into 
an object or person to bestow the arcane 
gifts. Learning runes is a very humbling 
endeavour; most of the time, the runes 
choose the Galdr, rather than the other 
way around.

Backstory: Jokull started his life as 
a blacksmith. He soon realized that he was 
limited in what he could create with only 
fire. This led him to explore the magical 
realm of rune casting. Today, he resonates 
magical energies through the many runic 
woads painted on his body.

Enchanter runecasters focus on effects 
that are persistent. Maintaining magic 
is a struggle against a very chaotic 
and strong willed force. It is a mighty 
personal achievement to control runic 
Essence.

Sorcerer runecasters aim to create  
a perfect storm: “The runic apex flashes 
as lightning, momentary, beautiful,  
and striking through us…” They live  
for the glorious moment they become  
the instantaneous conduits of the divine.

Diviners wish to tap into the world behind 
the veil. Runes are the disembodied third 
eye that leads them through the curtain 
into the oceans of pure energy. After 
basking in it, the Diviner returns with 
wondrous insight!
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Level:    10
Essence:   6 (life force and accumulated wisdom is represented by 6 runes.)
Destiny:   2 (draws 2 runes + the Void rune when performing an action.)

Runes:  

Size/Move:  4 (medium) / 4 hexes (20’)

Items and Equipment
  ● Large crossbow: Size 5, Damage Factor +2 Physical, Pierce +2, Range 10 hexes (50’) play 
   an additional rune to add +10 hexes to range, Meta: Gore – Apply Degeneration +1 [Counter: Physical]
  ● 2 ceremonial knives: Size 3, Focus +1 bonus to {Spell} effects
  ● Fur armour: Size 3, Protection Factor +1 Physical, Parry +1
  ● Torch; warm winter furs; rations and mead for 1 day
  ● Money: 40 skatt

Skills and Rank
Any skill can be attempted, but you excel at:
  ● Lore:Arcana:   Recognition of magical items and sources    2
  ● Lore:Locales:   Knowledge about obscure locales and environments  1
  ● Omens/Portents:  Discern eldritch signs and their meanings    1
  ● Perception:    Notice something peculiar or out-of-place    1
  ● Swim:      Swim under extraordinary circumstances    1

Passive Powers (always considered activated)
  ● Explosive Rune: When you attack, weapon deals +1 Physical damage and knocks back the opponent 
   1 hex (5’), unless defender plays a Physical rune {Rune Enchantment}, scribed on crossbow.
  ● Reinforcement Rune: Mystical amour, bestows a personal Protection Factor +1 Physical {Rune 
   Enchantment}, scribed on leather armour.
  ● Rune of Blood: During Upkeep, apply Heal +3 and Recover +4 on self or adjacent ally {Rune 
   Enchantment}, scribed on armour.
  ● Rune of Retribution: If Jokull is attacked, the rune immediately deals Damage Factor +1 Physical 
   with Pierce +2 to an adjacent opponent {Rune Enchantment}, scribed on armour.
  ● Combat Manoeuvrability: When performing an Attack action, if there are no adjacent enemies, 
   you can perform a Weak Move action (half Move rate, round down) {Feat}.
  ● Rune of Shielding: Mystical amour, bestowing a personal Parry +2 Physical {Rune Enchantment}, 
   scribed on leather armour.

On Your Turn
Generic Actions (taking into account starter gear and passive abilities)
  ● Play any rune to perform an Attack action with the bow (Range 10) or both daggers (Reach 2), 
   dealing 4 Physical damage and triggering the Explosive Rune and Combat Manoeuvrability effects.  
   With larger weapons, Jokull will need to play Physical runes to attack.
  ● Play any rune to perform a Move action and move 4 hexes (20’) +/- any bonuses or penalties.
  ● A Weak Attack action deals half damage and a Weak Move action is half regular Move (round  
   up for both).
  ● Play any rune = Perform a miscellaneous action, such as switching weapons, opening a door, 
   or drinking a potion.

Focus: Focus adds to all values in {Spell} Active powers.

Meta Tag Definitions
AMPLIFY:   Multiplies the power’s effect values by 2 (two Amplify metas = multiply by 3, etc…)
MAINTAIN:  The effect may remain in play after the end of the turn
MULTI:    Affects 2 additional enemies within reach of the power’s effects
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RANGE:   The effect can target those up to 10 hexes (50’) away 
WEAPON:   Adds the effect of your weapon to the Active power’s effects

When You Are Attacked
  1) The Passive power Rune of Retribution is triggered for each source of damage affecting the Jokull
  2) Reduce incoming Physical damage by these Protection Factors:
    ● Physical damage is reduced by Protection Factor 2 (armour [+1] and Reinforcement Rune  
     Passive power [+1])
  3) Play any rune to perform a Defend action and reduce damage by 1 of the matching Trait (Physical, 
   Mental, or Spiritual), and add any applicable Parry values: Parry +3 (+1 from armour and +2 from rune)

Active Powers
Rune	Spells	are	a	special	spell	type:	by	paying	a	Minor	Sacrifice	+1	when	activating	a	rune	chain,	a	meta	tag	
can	be	changed	from	Range	to	Amplify	and	vice	versa.

   Thundering Attack: An Attack action knocks back an opponent by 2 hexes (10’); the opponent’s 
   Physical rune, if played, negates 1 knockback.
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

     + a Physical rune doubles the attack damage and increases the knockback to 4-hexes (20’) 
      (2 Amplify metas will triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune affects +2 additional enemies within range
     + a Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon 

   Aggressive Assault: Perform an Attack action with a +1 damage bonus and knock back your opponent 
   1 hex (5’); the opponent can play a Physical rune to negate 1 knockback.
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

     + a Physical rune doubles the attack damage, doubles the damage bonus to +2 and increases 
      the knockback to 2 hexes (10’) (2 Amplify metas will triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune affects +2 additional enemies within range
     + a Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon

   Power over Wind: Harness the wind. Touch a combatant to deal 4 Physical damage and push them 
   4 hexes (20’); opponent can play a Mental rune to reduce the effect of this spell by 1 hex.
   [meta: Amplify Range Maintain] {Rune Spell} add Focus

     + a Physical rune doubles the damage to 8 and the knockback to 8 (2 Amplify metas will 
      triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune gives the power a range of 10 hexes (50’) instead of touch
     + a Spiritual rune surrounds the victim with the effect and triggers at the next Upkeep phase

   Power over Stone: The stone obeys your command; grants a Protection Factor +1 Physical armour.
   [meta: Amplify Range Maintain] {Rune Spell} add Focus

     + a Physical rune doubles the Protection Factor to +2 (2 Amplify metas will triple the Protection 
      Factor to +3)
     + a Mental rune gives the power a range of 10 hexes (50’) instead of touch
     + a Spiritual rune keeps the rune chain in play at end of the turn, and Heal triggers during 
      Upkeep phase

   Power over Fire: Turns your torch (or any adjacent fire source) into a fire whip. Touch to deal +4 
   Physical damage and Immolate: Bestow a +1 intensity to the Degeneration condition. 
   [meta: Amplify Range Maintain] {Rune Spell} add	Focus	(does	not	apply	to	condition	intensity)

     + a Physical rune doubles the damage to 8 and doubles the intensity bonus to +2 (2 Amplify 
      metas will triple the numbers)
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     + a Mental rune gives the power a range of 10 hexes (50’) instead of touch
     + a Spiritual rune surrounds the victim with the effect and triggers at your next Upkeep phase

   Rapid Recovery: Heal yourself or an ally you touch +4 and shift their Initiative position up or down 
   by +1/-1.[meta: Amplify Range Maintain] {Rune Spell} add Focus
    
     + a Physical rune deals double damage and increases the position shift to +/- 2 (2 Amplify 
      metas will triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune gives the power a range of 10 hexes (50’) instead of touch
     + a Spiritual rune keeps the rune chain in play at end of the turn (heal occurs during Upkeep)

Ginungagap (Void) rune choices

Enchanter Sorcerer Diviner

Trait Physical Mental Spiritual
Active Yggdrassil Alka:  

Create an Alka that produces 
a Degeneration condition in 
an area of 4 hexes {Spell} 
[Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Touch the Essence:  
Gain a +2 Focus bonus for  
your next spell this combat 
round and Heal +2 {Spell}  
[Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Aura Augury:  
Discover the level  

of a combatant of your  
choice within 10 hexes (50’)  

and gain insight into one Active  
or Passive power {Spell}  

[Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Passive Tap the Source: 
During Upkeep, gain a +1 

to the Aura condition as raw 
magic radiates from your  

body {Enchantment}

Alabaster Magician: 
During Upkeep, pay a Minor 
Sacrifice +2 to gain a Focus  

+1 for the current combat  
round {Enchantment}

Price of Progress: 
Ultimate Sacrifice +1; skill 

check gain +1 rank (max. once 
per skill check) {Enchantment}

Skill Endurance:
Keep up strenuous activity 

longer than humanly possible

Read and Write: 
Read and write a spoken 
language already known

Commune with the Dead: 
Receive veiled answers from  

a corpse of a recently  
deceased (max. 1 day)
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Archetype: Seithkona (witch): Spellcaster who
can deal damage from afar and curse enemies. Seith 
energy surrounds everyone and everything. Only 
the witch (or Seithkona) can see and manipulate 
these energies to cast spells. She channels Seith 
spirits through her body and coerces them to do 
her bidding. Seith spirits are benign by nature, but 
being forced into servitude makes them resentful; 
as such, the spell results are always negative 
and destructive. Seith magic is usually not visible 
and very deceptive in nature. For some reason, 
women are better suited for channeling Seith. With 
the power of alchemy, the Seithkona binds a familiar, 
benign animals that act as a host for a trapped Seith 
spirit. The power to wield Seith can be learned 
by most, but only a few have the drive to conquer 
this wicked art. All men view this as a shameful 
practice, but respect its might nonetheless.

Backstory: Vanadis is a well-travelled young woman who 
has seen glory and grief, and has grown strong and hard 
from her experiences. She learned the secrets of Seith 
magic thanks to a painful apprenticeship, of which she 
is reluctant to talk about.

A Transmuter Seithkona works her magic to shape  
the tangible world by invoking the intangible one. Her spirits 
manipulate shape through painful coercion, bending 
and deforming matter, which inevitably results in violent 
and painful transformations.

A Mesmer pulls the strings of the invisible world: 
thought, emotion, and faith. She can make 
puppets of those she targets as hostile spirits 
take over their bodies. Phantasms, ghostly 
incorporeal apparitions, dance their illusionary 
dance to the Seithkona’s fancy.

The Necromancer Seithkona’s passion lies 
in capturing and manipulating spirits that are 
trapped between Niflheim and the heavens. 
She forges them into a spiritual weapon that 
strikes from beyond.
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Level:    10
Essence:   6 (life force and accumulated wisdom is represented by 6 runes.)
Destiny:   2 (draws two runes + the Void rune when performing an action.)

Runes:  

Size/Move:  4 (medium) / 4 hexes (20’)

Items and Equipment
  ● Witch spear: Size 6, Focus +2 bonus to {Spell} effects
  ● Bardiche: Size 6, Damage Factor +4 Physical, Pierce +2, Reach +1, Slashing weapon, Meta: 
   Hamstring – Apply Impeded +1 [Counter: Physical]
  ● Magician’s robes: Size 3, Focus +1 bonus to {Spell} effects
  ● Torch; warm winter furs; rations and mead for 1 day
  ● Money: 80 skatt 

Skills and Rank
Any skill can be attempted, but you excel at:
  ● Lore:Arcana:        Recognize of magical items and sources   1
  ● Lore:Persona:        Learn about denizens and their powers and strengths  1
  ● Omens/Portents:      Discern eldritch signs and their meanings   1
  ● Read and Write:       Read and write a spoken language already known  1
  ● Verbal Manipulation:  Talk someone into something they would not normally do 1
  ● Sneak:         Move around undetected     1

Passive Powers
  ● Barter with Spirits: Perform a Minor Sacrifice +1 (take 1 rune from the Essence, In-Hand, or In-Play
   piles and place it in the Stun pile); 1 random rune from the runes removed due to Possession can   
   be exchanged with 1 rune in the In-Hand pile {Enchantment} (when in the Possession condition,  
   a dweller loses control of In-Hand runes to the Seithkona).
  ● Dark Consultation: Perform a Minor Sacrifice +1 (take 1 rune from the Essence, In-Hand, or In-Play 
   piles and place it in the Stun pile); 1 random rune from the Essence pile can be exchanged with 1 rune  
   from the In-Hand pile {Enchantment}.
  ● Alabaster Magician: At any time, pay a Minor Sacrifice +2 to gain a Focus +1 for the current combat 
   round {Enchantment}.
  ● Nether Pact: Perform a Minor Sacrifice +1 (take 1 rune from the Essence, In-Hand, or In-Play piles
   and place it in the Stun pile) to add a free Range meta to one {spell} Active power rune chain this   
   turn {Enchantment}.
  ● Possessed: During Upkeep, gain a +1 for the Possessed condition. Any one rune can be played 
   during Upkeep to reduce the intensity by 1 {Enchantment}.
  ● Witch Blood: During Upkeep, Heal +2 and Recover +4 {Enchantment}.

On Your Turn
Generic Actions (taking into account starter gear and passive abilities)
  ● Play Physical rune to perform an Attack action with the bardiche, dealing 4 Physical damage (1 Reach).
  ● Play any rune to perform a Move action and move 4 hexes (20’) +/- any bonuses or penalties.
  ● A Weak Attack action deals a half damage and a Weak Move action is half regular Move (round  
   up for both)
  ● Play any rune = Perform a miscellaneous action, such as switching weapons, opening a door, 
   or drinking a potion.

Focus: Focus adds to all values in {Spell} Active powers

Meta Tag Definitions
AMPLIFY:   Multiplies the power effect values by 2 (two Amplify metas = multiply by 3, etc…)
AREA:    The effect hits everyone in a 2-hex (10’) radius
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MAINTAIN:  The effect may remain in play after the end of the turn
MULTI:    Affects 2 additional enemies within reach of the power’s effects
RANGE:   The effect can target those up to 10 hexes (50’) away

When You Are Attacked 
Play any rune to perform a Defend action and reduce damage by 1 of the matching Trait (Physical, Mental, 
or Spiritual) and add any applicable bonuses from Parry.

Active Powers
Seith	Spells	are	a	special	spell	type:	the	Seithkona’s	wields	her	power	by	losing	control.	For	every	intensity	 
in	Possession	the	Seithkona	suffers,	she	may	freely	add	an	Amplify,	Range,	or	Area	meta.	

   Dark Juxtaposition: Exchange places with someone adjacent to you (unwilling subjects may play 
   a Spiritual rune to counter this effect) and create an illusionary double phantasm (33% chance that  
   an opponent’s blow strikes the phantasm instead of Vanadis). If a phantasm is struck, damage  
   is negated and the phantasm dissipates. During Clean-Up phase, both effects cease unless maintained  
   (this performs a second exchange with same persons).
   [meta: Range Amplify Maintain] {Seith Spell} add Focus

     + a Physical rune allows you to exchange places with someone up to 10 hexes away (50’)
     + a Mental rune increases the chance to 66% that the phantasm will be hit (2 Amplify metas 
      will increase the chance to 100%)
     + a Spiritual rune keeps the rune chain in play at end of the turn. If phantasms dissipate, 
      new ones are created during the Upkeep phase.

   Bone Snapper: Touch a foe to crush their bones, dealing +4 Physical damage and disregard 4 points 
   of Physical Defence, and disarms a weapon from one hand unless the opponent plays a Physical rune.
   [meta: Amplify Range Maintain] {Seith Spell} add Focus

     + a Physical rune doubles the damage to 8, disregards 8 defence and disarms a weapon 
      that is wielded with two-hands (2 Amplify metas will triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune gives the power a range of 10 hexes instead of touch
     + a Spiritual rune keeps the rune chain in play at end of the turn (damage is dealt during 
      your Upkeep and only while target is in range)

   Shrink: Reduce the size of a living being by 1 and revaluate all equipment held/worn (equipment 
   that is too large to effectively wield drops off). Counter: for every Spiritual rune the victim plays,  
   reduce the effect by 1; anyone reduced to size 0 or less shapechanges into a frog, dropping all  
   equipment and base move 0 (victim retains original Essence and Destiny as well as Skills, Passives, 
   and Actives). Victim plays 1 rune to pick up all weapons, 1 rune to pick up armour and 1 rune to dress  
   in the armour (all activities can be played separately).
   [meta: Maintain Range Maintain] {Seith Spell} add Focus

     + a Mental rune gives the power a range of 10 hexes instead of touch
     + a Physical or Spiritual rune keeps the rune chain in play at end of the turn

   Seith Frenzy: Perform a Minor Sacrifice +1 and gain a +1 Focus until the end of the turn as spirits 
   are whipped into a fevered frenzy and dance around.
   [meta: Amplify Maintain Maintain] {Seith Spell} add Focus

     + Physical rune increases the Focus gain by another +1
     + a Mental or Spiritual rune keeps the rune chain in play at end of the turn

   Invoke the Shadows: Shadows intensify and dance around you, dealing +2 Spiritual damage 
   to an adjacent foe, and a +1 intensity Shroud condition is applied to you.
   [meta: Amplify Amplify Area] {Seith Spell} add	Focus	(does	not	apply	to	condition	intensity)
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     + a Physical or Spiritual rune doubles the damage to 4 and applies +2 intensity to Shroud 
      (2 Amplify metas will triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune affects foes in a 2-hex radius (instead of adjacent/touch)
    
   Sun and Moon: One eye turns black and the other white as you deal +2 Spiritual damage to an adjacent 
   foe and heal yourself or an adjacent ally by +4.
   [meta: Range Multi Amplify] {Seith Spell} add Focus
 
     + a Physical rune allows you to target combatants up to 10 hexes (50’) away
     + a Mental rune allows you to choose 2 additional targets for damage and 2 additional 
      targets for Heal within 5 hexes (25’)
     + a Spiritual rune doubles the damage to 4 and doubles the healing to 8 (2 Amplify metas 
      will triple the numbers)

Ginungagap (Void) rune choices

Transmuter Mesmer Necromancer

Trait Physical Mental Spiritual
Active Swords to Snakes: 

Shapechange a size 
3 weapon into an aggressive 

snake [Counter Physical] 
that deals +4 Physical 

damage to wielder  
[Amplify Maintain Amplify]

Possess Opponent: 
Deal +2 Spiritual damage and 
inflict the Possessed condition 

with a +1 Intensity on an 
opponent [Counter Spiritual] 

{Seith Spell}  
[Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Gate Bones: 
A black skeleton (Level +6 

{Gate}) rips open the ground 
and fights for you. 

[Maintain Maintain Amplify] 

Passive Alabaster Magician: 
During Upkeep,  

pay a Minor Sacrifice  
+2 to gain a Focus +1 

for the current combat round
{Enchantment}

Puppet Master: 
If you have applied  

the Possessed condition  
on a foe, you can use 
the Possessed runes 

{Enchantment}

Unholy Armoury:  
Any gated creatures you 

create joins the battle with 
copies of a designated 

weapon you carry (bardiche) 
{Enchantment}

Skill Lore:Locales: 
Knowledge of obscure 

locales and environments

Lore:Arcana: 
Recognition of magical items 

and sources

Commune with the Dead: 
Receive veiled answers from  

a corpse of a recently 
deceased (max. 1 day)
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Archetype: Skald (bard): A rogue 
and spellcaster, very quick, who affects 
many combatants. The Skald brings 
colour to most any culture. The Skalds 
are bards who have been blessed by  
the Mead of Poetry. This mead was 
made when a magical being named 
Kvasir was murdered by two Dvergar, 
and his blood was mixed with honey  
to produce the magical mead. It was later 
taken by a giant who kept it all for himself.  
But Odin stole it, and while in eagle form, 
flying over the realms of Yggdrasil, some 
of the mead dropped down and touched 
some living beings. Those beings learned 
how to weave magical songs called Spell 
Songs...they go by the name of Skald. 
They sing battle ballads that unnerve 
opponents and bolster the morale of their 
companions... All that they need are their 
voices, but with instruments they can bend 
and shape their magic to astound their 
audiences. 

Backstory: Fjori has always been a carefree dreamer. 
Blessed with an indomitable spirit, his outlook  
is contagious. He has taken up the skaldic arts  
so he could share his blessings and good fortune.

Wanderer Skalds devote their life to creating great 
adventures to feed their sagas. The Wanderer seeks 
out increasingly dangerous adventures to find his 
place in history.

The Poet Skald is one who knows how to have a good 
time. He woos maidens for a night and earns free ale 
and his stay at taverns using skills in music and song.

The Mystic Skald is intrigued by the Mead of Poetry 
that granted him his Spell Song powers. He wishes 
to delve deep into this art to understand its source.
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Level:    10
Essence:   6 (life force and accumulated wisdom is represented by 6 runes.)
Destiny:   2 (draws two runes + the Void rune when performing an action.)

Runes:    

Size/Move:   4 (medium) / 4 hexes (25’)

Items and Equipment: 
  ● 3 shortswords: Size 3, Damage Factor 1 Physical, Pierce 2, Reach 1, Pierce and Slash Weapon,   
   Meta: Hamstring (Impeded) or Gore (Degeneration) +1 [Counter: Physical]
  ● Battle harp: Size 5, Focus +2 bonus to {Spell} effects
  ● Leather armour: Size 3, Protection Factor +1 Physical, Parry +1
  ● Torch; warm winter furs; rations and mead for 1 day
  ● Money: 50 skatt

Skills and Rank
  ● Feather Fingers:   Steal something unnoticed     1
  ● Lore:Persona:    Learn about denizens and their powers and strength  1
  ● Lore:Locale:     Knowledge of obscure locales and environments  1
  ● Negotiation:     Receive discounts on purchases or better prices on sales 1
  ● Drinking/Wenching: Know how to have a good time!     1
  ● Verbal Manipulation: Talk someone into something they would not normally do 1

Passive Powers:
  ● Master of Kennings: Gain a +1 Focus and Heal +1 {Enchantment} for the first {Spell} you cast 
   in each combat round
  ● Carried by Song: While affected by a Spell Song, your Move gains a +2 bonus {Feat}
  ● Leaping Striker: Gain a +4 Damage bonus if you perform a Move action before this Attack action {Feat}
  ● Running Jab: During the Action phase, when performing a Move action, if you pass within reach 
   of an opponent that you have not already attacked this turn, you may pay a Minor Sacrifice +1  
   and perform a Weak Attack action {Feat}
  ● Stealthy Striker: When attacking from behind, deal Damage Factor +2 Physical damage on attacks {Feat}
  ● Tactical Advantage: During Upkeep, freely perform a Move action {Feat}

On Your Turn
Generic Actions (taking into account starter gear and passive abilities)
  ● Play any rune to perform an Attack action with both hands:
     ○ Dealing 2 Physical damage and Pierce +4 (1 damage from each weapon) 
     ○ +2 damage if attacking from behind and +4 Damage if a Move action was just performed
     ○ +1 damage and Pierce +2 if Hand of Tyr is active
  ● Play any rune to perform a Move action and move 6 hexes (30’) +/- any bonuses or penalties.
  ● A Weak Attack action deals a half Damage and a Weak Move action is half regular Move (round  
   up for both)
  ● Play any rune = Perform a miscellaneous action, such as switching weapons, opening a door, 
   or drinking a potion.

Focus: Focus adds to all values in {Spell} Active powers

Meta Tag Definitions
AMPLIFY:   Multiplies the power effect values by 2 (two Amplify metas = multiply by 3, etc…)
AREA:    The effect hits everyone in a 2-hex (10’) radius
MAINTAIN:  The effect may remain in play after the end of the turn
MULTI:    Affects 2 additional enemies within reach of the power’s effects
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OPEN:    The effect may remain in play after the end of the turn; more metas can be added to the rune  
     chain on subsequent combat rounds (paying a Minor Sacrifice +1 per meta already in the chain)
WEAPON:   Add the effect of your weapon to the Active power’s effects

When You Are Attacked
  1) First, reduce incoming Physical damage by the Protection Factor of the leather armour (PF 1)
  2) Play any rune to perform a Defend action and reduce damage by 1 of the matching Trait (Physical, 
   Mental, or Spiritual); against Physical damage, items will add their Parry values:
     ● Armour grants Parry +1

Active Powers:
Spell	Songs	are	a	special	spell	type:	only	one	can	be	active	at	any	given	time,	and	they	include	a	free	Area	
meta.	When	invoking	an	Active	power	with	an	Area	meta,	the	effect	can	be	limited	to	only	allies	or	only	foes	
by	paying	a	Minor	Sacrifice	+1	(move	1	rune	to	the	Stun	pile	from	a	pile	above).

   Lunging Attack: Perform a Weak Move action (half Move, round up) and an Attack action in any order 
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre} 

     + Physical rune doubles the move amount and doubles the attack damage (2 Amplify metas 
      will triple the numbers) 
     + Mental rune affects 2 additional enemies within reach
     + Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon

   The Hand of Tyr: Your song creates a ghostly disembodied floating hand that a dweller can use; 
   it automatically grabs something from the dweller’s inventory (Attack actions use all 3 hands in unison)
   [meta: Maintain Mantain Maintain] {Spell} add Focus

     + any rune keeps the rune chain in play at end of the turn

   Flying Charge: Perform a Move action and a Weak Attack action (half Move, round up) in any order 
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

     + Physical rune doubles the move amount and doubles the attack damage (2 Amplify metas  
       will triple the numbers)
     + Mental rune affects 2 additional enemies within reach
     + Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice that of equipped weapon

   Muspeli Nightmares: Your song causes the air to become stifling hot, dealing Damage Factor +2   
   Mental and applying the Degeneration condition with a +1 Intensity
   [meta: Area Open Amplify] {Spell Song} add Focus

     + Physical  rune affects foes in a 2-hex radius (instead of adjacent/touch)     
     + Mental rune maintains the effect past the end of the turn. More metas can be added to this
      rune chain in subsequent turns (see open meta tag rules)
     + Spiritual rune amplifies the damage to +4 Mental (+6 with Focus) and increases Intensity by +2  
      
   Apples of Idun: Your song generates a revitalizing breeze that washes over you and everyone 
   nearby: they immediately Heal +4 and Heal +4 with their next Move action.
   [meta: Amplify Area Open] {Spell Song} add Focus

     + Physical rune doubles both effects to +8 (2 Amplify metas will triple the numbers)
     + Mental rune extends the area of effect by another 2-hex (10’) radius
     + Spiritual rune maintains the effect past the end of the turn. More metas can be added to this 
      rune chain in subsequent turns (see Open meta tag rules)

   Power Attack: Perform an Attack action with a bonus of +2 Physical damage
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}
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     + Physical rune doubles the attack damage and increases the bonus to +4 (2 Amplify metas 
      will triple the numbers)
     + Mental rune affects 2 additional enemies within reach
     + Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon

Ginungagap (Void) Rune choices

Wanderer Poet Mystic

Trait Physical Mental Spiritual
Active Ride of the Valkyries: 

All Move actions get 
a +2 bonus

 [Open Area Amplify] {Spell 
Song}

Night of the Long Knives: 
All Attack actions deal an 

additional +2 Physical damage 
[Open Area Amplify] 

{Spell Song}

Yggdrassil’s Presence: 
This glorious anthem provides  

a +1 Focus  to anyone  
affected by this spell if they 

perform a Minor Sacrifice +1 
[Amplify Area Open] 

{Spell Song}

Passive Martial Prowess: 
On an Attack action (ranged 
or melee), deal +1 additional 

Physical damage {Feat}

Suave Singer:
Heal +5 during Upkeep if you 
are under the effect of a Spell 

Song

Master of Kennings: 
Gain a +1 Focus and Heal 

+1 {Enchantment} for the first 
{Spell} you cast in each  

combat round

Skill Sense Motive: 
Discern a person’s motives 

and intentions

Survival, Urban: 
Obtain goods and services 

within a town efficiently

Lore:Arcana: 
Recognize magical items and 

sources
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Archetype: Maiden of Ratatosk: Chaos 
warrior whose combat style resembles  
a graceful dance. Maidens of Ratatosk 
are the girls of mischief, living life fast 
and fully. They seek adventure and ride 
those winds, wherever they will take them. 
Their title is derived from the celestial 
squirrel named Ratatosk. The squirrel  
is well-known for the strife it has caused 
by carrying distorted messages between 
the celestial eagle and the great dragon 
Nidhogg. Some adventuring groups have 
their patience stretched by chaos, strife, 
and mischief-laden Maidens. However, 
their contribution to team security 
is unmatched. Maidens of Ratatosk 
can easily draw the attention of foes. 
Coupled with their almost-inhuman ability 
to avoid damage, they are invaluable  
to a party’s success on the battlefield.

Backstory: Sigyn always had wanderlust 
in her soul, which keeps her moving from 
town to town. Her sense of humour 
matches her thirst to spread mischief. 
She often tries the patience of those she 
travels with, but none turn her away,  
due to her invaluable battle prowess.

She uses her dance to inspire her allies and frustrate 
her foes. Each step in her dance avoids blows as her 
blades seek their mark. Her dance is the flawless mix 
of death and grace.

She is a poison flower in a bed of weeds. Shining, 
radiant, and deadly, she grows in strength with every 
increasing foe. Her ability to interrupt her opponent’s 
strategies is her greatest asset.

She aggravates her foes to a point of unbearable 
frustration. They will do anything in their power  
to silence her insults and taunts. As their rage boils 
over, they make mistakes…and she’s ready  
to capitalize on them.
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Level:    10
Essence:   6 (the life force and accumulated wisdom of the dweller is represented by 6 runes.)
Destiny:   2 (draws two runes + the Void rune when performing an action.)

Runes:    

Size/Move:  4 (medium) / 5 hexes (25’) [Including Fleet-Footed]

Items and Equipment 
  ● Broadsword: Size 3, Damage Factor +1 Physical, Pierce: 2, Reach 1, Pierce and Slash Weapon,   
   Meta: Hamstring (Impeded) +1 or Gore (Degeneration) +1 [Counter: Physical]
  ● Small shield: Size 3, Reach 0, Parry +3
  ● Torch; rope (30’); warm winter furs; rations and mead for 1 day
  ● Money: 95 skatt

Skills and Rank
Any skill can be attempted, but you excel at:
  ● Athletics:      Perform risky physical feats such as tightrope walking, balancing, etc. 1
  ● Dance:      Perform cultural, exotic, and evocative dances    2
  ● Drinking/Wenching:  Know how to have a great time!     1
  ● Sense Motive:       Sense hidden motives by reading body language   1
  ● Feather Fingers:      Palm an object without getting noticed     1

Passive Powers (always considered activated)
  ● Precision: Ignore up to 2 Defence when attacking an opponent {Feat}
  ● Unencumbered Dodger: Protection Factor +3 vs. Physical when wearing no armour {Feat}
  ● Incite Strife: Taunt Intensity +1 during Upkeep; only once per round {Feat}
  ● Fleet-Footed: Move +1 when performing Move actions {Feat}
  ● Untouchable: Opponent Reach values are penalized by -2 (minimum 1) and Range values by -10’ 
   (2 hexes) when targeting you with an Attack action {Feat}
  ● Silence the Crowd: Weapon Damage Factor is boosted by +1 per 2 adjacent foes {Feat}

On Your Turn
Generic Actions (taking into account starter gear and passive abilities)
  ● Play  any rune to perform an Attack action with a sword, dealing 2 Physical damage (ignore 2 Defence)
     ○ Situational bonuses may apply from Passives
  ● Play any rune to perform a Move action and move 5 hexes (25’) +/- any bonuses or penalties.
  ● A Weak Attack action deals a half-damage and a Weak Move action is half regular Move 
   (round up for both)
  ● Play any rune = Perform a miscellaneous action, such as switching weapons, opening a door, 
   or drinking a potion.

Meta Tag Definitions
AMPLIFY:   Multiplies the power’s effect values by 2 (two Amplify metas = multiply by 3, etc…)
AREA:    The effect hits everyone in a 2-hex (10’) radius
MULTI:    Affects 2 additional enemies within reach of the power’s effects
WEAPON:  Add the effect of your weapon to the Active power’s effects

When You Are Attacked
  1) First, reduce incoming Physical damage by the Protection Factor of the Passive power    
   Unencumbered Dodger (Protection Factor +3 Physical)
  2) Play      rune to activate Mask of Mockery and greatly reduce the damage
  3) Play any rune to perform a Defend action and reduce damage by 1 of the matching Trait (Physical, 
   Mental, or Spiritual); against Physical damage, items will add their Parry values to the amount reduced
    ● Bonus +3 from shield
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Active Powers (play the specific rune to activate)

   Lunging Attack: Perform a Weak Move action (half Move, round down) and an Attack action in any order
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}

     + a Physical rune doubles the movement amount and the attack damage (2 Amplify metas 
      will triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune affects 2 additional enemies within reach
     + a Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon 

   Sprint: Perform a Move action with a +4 bonus
   [meta: Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Manoeuvre}

     + any rune doubles the movement and the bonus to +8 (2 Amplify metas will triple the numbers)

   Satisfying Attack: Perform an Attack action and Heal +2
   [meta: Amplify Multi Weapon] {Manoeuvre}
     
     + a Physical rune doubles the attack damage and doubles the heal effect to +4 (2 Amplify 
      metas will triple the numbers)
     + a Mental rune affects +2 additional enemies within reach
     + a Spiritual rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon 

   Whirlwind Attack: Attack action is performed on 2 opponents within half-reach of your weapons. 
   [meta: Weapon Multi Multi] {Manoeuvre}

     + a Physical rune applies one meta of your choice of your equipped weapon 
     + a Mental or Spiritual rune affects +2 additional enemies within reach

   Run Away Laughing: Perform a Move action and Heal +4
   [meta: Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Manoeuvre}
     
     + any rune doubles the movement and doubles the heal to +8 (2 Amplify metas will 
      triple the numbers)

   Mask of Mockery: Perform a Defend action with a +1 Parry bonus per rank in the Dance skill
   [meta: Amplify Amplify Amplify] {Interrupt}

     + any rune doubles the defend value and doubles the Parry bonus (2 Amplify metas will 
      triple the numbers)
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Ginungagap (Void) Rune choices

Death Dancer Scorn Dominatrix Aggravatrix

Trait Physical Mental Spiritual
Active Mask of Mockery:

Perform a Defend action  
with a +1 bonus per rank  

in the Dance skill {Interrupt} 
[Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Shatter Mind:
Deal +2 Mental damage  
and disregard 1 Mental 

defence {Spell} 
[Amplify Area Amplify]

Insulting Parry:
Perform a Weak Defend  
action with a +1 bonus  
and add +1 Intensity  
to Taunt {Manoeuvre}

 [Amplify Amplify Amplify]

Passive Dance of Spring:
Attack action damage  

boosted by +1 per 2 rank  
in the Dance skill {Feat}

Thriving in the Crowd:
During Upkeep, heal +2 per 
adjacent opponent {Feat}

Taunter’s Finesse:
Bonus Weapon Parry  

+1 Physical for 2 levels  
of Intensity of Taunt {Feat}

Skill Dance: 
Perform cultural, exotic,  
and evocative dances

Feather Fingers: 
Palm an object without  

getting noticed

Verbal Manipulation: 
Talk someone into something 
they would not normally do
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Cut out each name and place the 8 pieces of paper into an opaque container or a dice bag.









The sun and moon have disappeared from the sky. The worlds  
on the branches of the cosmic tree Yggdrassil have grown dark  
and cold. The gods and giants are on the brink of war. Mankind  
has descended into anarchy.

Welcome to the Age of the Sword…. Welcome to Ragnarok!
 

Fafnir’s Treasure is a standalone Fate of the Norns: Ragnarok saga that will bring 2 to 6 players 
deep into the dark age of Ragnarok. They will be engaged by the emissaries of the gods, and must 
avoid perils both known and unknown to find the most wondrous treasure of all – the legendary 
hoard of Fafnir the dragon! 

Fafnir’s Treasure uses the “light” game rules of the Runic Game System (RGS) and a set 
of pre-generated dwellers so you can experience the full fury of Fate of the Norns: Ragnarok 
with nothing more than your imagination.

  ●   Game-driven by the RGS system: no need for dice, just a set of mystic  
     runes  (included as printout)

  ●   A customizable adventure that can play out in several different ways

  ●   A breathing, living setting for the remote outpost of Evingard, brought  
     to life  with stories and denizens

  ●   Five pre-generated adventurers who can be personalized  
     in a simple and user-friendly way for first-time players

Andrew Valkauskas
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